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At BAC, we know that looking like a team is a big part of feeling like a team.  That’s why, as part of your fall or 
winter swim fees, each swimmer will receive a team suit, team shirt, and team cap.  In addition to these 
included items, we’ll have a variety of BAC gear and apparel for sale at various points throughout the season. 
 
A BAC team suit is THE default suit for every swimmer at our meets.  (For some meets some swimmers may be 
given the choice to wear a ‘tech’ or ‘fast’ suit.  Please see our policy on tech suits for more information on 
that.)  We offer several styles of team suit so that every BAC swimmer can find a suit they’re comfortable 
competing in.  Some swimmers will also choose to wear this suit at times in practice, while others prefer to 
reserve it for competition and opt to wear ‘grab bag’ suits to practice. 
 
Suits can be ordered through our official team vendor, Simply Swimming.  Our relationship with Simply 
Swimming is instrumental to our club’s success.  In addition to helping us get the best possible deal on team 
suits and clothing, Simply Swimming does a lot to outfit our coaching staff and national team members, and 
helps with a lot of our graphic design needs.  In addition to our association with Simply Swimming, BAC also 
has an exclusive relationship with Speedo.  This sponsorship also provides our coaches and national team 
swimmers with apparel, allows us to purchase team gear at a discount, and gives us access to Speedo 
promotional materials.  We can’t track all of the swim-related purchases that you make throughout a season, 
but we encourage you to remember these vital team relationships and spend your money accordingly.  
 
Beyond wearing a team suit and cap to every BAC meet, we also encourage our swimmers to wear BAC 
apparel to any meets or to any team functions.  Obviously, some families have been with BAC for years and 
have drawers full of shirts, sweatshirts, towels, pants and jackets at home, while newer families are going to 
start the season with only the team shirt.  Families interested in getting more BAC gear for their swimmers will 
have several chances to throughout the season. 
 
Finally, team spirit shouldn’t just involve the swimmers!  We’ve worked with Simply Swimming to expand the 
variety of BAC clothing available to our parents.  Nothing better than a young swimmer looking over to the 
bleachers at a meet and seeing a sea of parents in BAC gear – and the coaches love it too! 

 

 

 

SIMPLY SWIMMING 

6649 University Ave, Middleton 

608-836-6649 

Monday, Wednesday, Friday:  10:00am – 6:00pm 

Tuesday, Thursday:  10:00am – 8:00pm 

Saturday:  9:00am – 5:00pm 

Closed Sundays 

BAC SUITS 

AND APPAREL 


